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Abstract - We propose a dynamic handoff algorithm
that, as compared to the static algorithm, yields re-
duced number of unnecessary handoffs while main-
taining the Quality of Service constraints in a cel-
lular mobile system. The fraction of unnecessary
handoffs in the dynamic algorithm is found to be
25% to 30% lower than that in static algorithm. The
proposed scheme takes decisions regarding initiating
handoffs at fixed sampling intervals depending upon
the state of the system at that instance. The main
idea behind our algorithm is to defer handoff initia-
tion until the handoff failure probability at the next
sampling interval exceeds the specified QoS guaran-
tee. We give a mathematical formulation to deter-
mine the appropriate time at which a mobile should
initiate a handoff.

I. INTRODUCTION

Processing handoffs is an extremely important task
in any cellular system. Handoffs must be performed
successfully and as infrequently as possible, and be
imperceptible to the users. In order to meet these re-
quirements, system engineers must specify a particu-
lar signal level as the minimum usable signal level for
acceptable voice quality at the base station receiver.
In this paper, we refer to the minimum usable signal
level as the "threshold".

Once the threshold has been specified, a slightely
stronger signal level is used at which a handoff is
initiated. The margin, 6, (also referred to as the
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Distance of mobile from base station

Figure 1: Power Received from Base Station 1 vs
Distance of Mobile from the Base Station

threshold margin in the paper) given by the differ-
ence between these two signal levels, cannot be too
large or too small. If 6 is large, unnecessary hand-
offs which burden the Mobile Switching Center may
occur, and if 6 is small, there may be insufficient
time to complete a handoff before a call is termi-
nated due to weak signal conditions. Therefore, 6
has to be chosen carefully to meet these conflicting
requirements. In Figure 1, we illustrate the hand-
off scenario at the intersection of two adjacent cells.
For a mobile moving from cell 1 (source cell) to cell 2
(destination cell), Li is the point at which a handoff
is initiated and Lf is the point corresponding to the
minimum acceptable signal level to maintain a call.
Therefore, the base station at cell 1 can support a
call (originating at cell 1) only upto the point Lf;

after this threshold, if a call does not get a channel
in the destination cell 2, it is forcefully terminated.
It is important to note that 6 can be determined
by considering the mobility pattern and the velocity
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distribution of mobiles in the cell 131.

In the literature, many efficient handover strategies
have been proposed that minimize the number of
handoffs __[41, [31, [21._-_- Minimizing the number of hand-
offs is important as each handoff increases the signal
and processing load, and causes traffic management
problems. This problem can be alleviated by iden-
tifying necessary and unnecessary handoffs. Note
that a handoff is considered unnecessary if the re-
quired quality can be sustained without that hand-
off. Various methods of limiting unnecesary handoffs
include: usage of a hysteresis margin, usage of long
term prediction scheme when the signal strength is
sufficiently high [4], [3].

An algorithm that initiates handoffs for all mobiles
at a fixed RSSI (Radio Signal Strength Indicator)
within the handover region, will be referred to as
the static algorithm. In contrast to the static algo-
rithm, a dynamic handoff algorithm takes decisions
regarding initiating handoffs at fixed decision inter-
vals, depending upon the state of the cellular system
at that instance.

In this paper, we propose a dynamic handoff algo-
rithm that reduces the number of unnecessary hand-
offs while maintaining the Quality of Service (QoS)
constraint. The QoS constraint that is of interest
in this paper is the handoff failure probability, also
referred to as the forced termination probability of
handoff calls. The state variables that influence the
handoff decision are (i) the time available for the
mobiles in the potential handoff region to cross the
threshold, (ii) the number of requests in the handoff
queue awaiting a channel in the destination cell, and
(iii) the number of new handoff calls that arrive in
the handover region in a decision interval.

The main idea behind our algorithm is to defer hand-
off initiation until the handoff failure probability (at
the next decision instance) exceeds the specified QoS
guarantee. We give a mathematical formulation to
determine the appropriate time at which a mobile
should initiate a handoff. In a recent paper [l],
the authors have proposed a new handoff ordering
method that can be used to provide rapid handovers
with a smaller percentage of dropped calls than other
methods. They propose a signal prediction priority
queueing that uses both the RSSI and the change
in RSSI to determine the priority ordering of a mo-
bile unit. The techniques that we have proposed are
close to that in [l].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
explain the notation used in the paper. In Section 3,
we discuss the proposed algorithm followed by the

mathematical formulation of the problem. Section
4 describes the simulation model and parameters.
This is followed by the simulation results in Section
5. We conclude in Section 6.

11. NOTATION
The following notation is used in the proposed algo-
rithm.

Pm(t): Radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) for
mobile m at time t

P+hreshold: Radio signal strength indicator for a mo-
bile at the "Threshold"

Mt: { m : mobile m is in the potential handoff region
and *%& < 0 }

I <" I
Q: Number of queued handoff requests in the FIFO
sampled at a decision instance

JV: Number of new handoff calls that arive in the
handover region in a decision interval

S: Number of service completions (departures) from
the handover FIFO in a decision interval

Probability of forced handoff termination (or
the handoff failure probability)

From the notation above, it is clear that Mt is the
total number of active mobiles in the potential hand-
off region at time t that are moving away from the
source (reference) base station and towards the des-
tination base station. &(t) is an indicator of the
remaining time for a mobile to reach the threshold
(i.e., the minimum usable signal level with respect
to the source base station). Finally, note that PFT is
the fraction of handoff calls that are forcefully ter-
minated due to non-availability of channels at the
destination cell. Z+T is a critical measure of perfor-
mance in a cellular system.

111. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We sample the state of the cellular system at pe-
riodic intervals of time, denoted by At (henceforth
referred to as the sampling interval or the decision
interval). The ith decision instance corresponds to
time iAt.

To begin with, we describe the ordering used for pri-
oritization of the mobiles in the handover region at
each decision instance. The basis of prioritization
are the Rm(t)s, that, in turn, depend on the mobile
velocity and the direction of motion. The decision
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to initiate handoff for a mobile is taken only if hand-
offs have been initiated for all mobiles with a higher
priority than the mobile under consideration. Note
that in our algorithm, handoff initiation occurs when
a mobile is queued in the handover FIFO. The de-
cision regarding handoff initiation is taken starting
from the mobile with the highest priority in the or-
dered list.

We now describe the proposed algorithm; the pseudo-
code is given below.

At each decision instance do:

(1) Sort mobiles in the set Mt in increasing order
of R, (t). Denote the ith mobile in the ordered
list by mi.

(2) Set i e 1, continue t true

while ((i 5 IMtl) and (continue = true))

if ( P{Cj=lQ+i+N-S Xj 2 Rmi (t) - At) 2 P F T )
{ Initiate handoff for mi; i t i + 1; }
else continue t false;
/* stop as no more mobiles need handover (see
Lemma 1) */

In the algorithm, Xj is the service time (i.e., the
channel holding time) of the j th queued request in
the FIFO. From step (1) of the algorithm, it can be
inferred that mobile ml in the ordered list has the
highest priority, since the remaining time for ml to
reach the threshold (denoted by &, (t)) is the least
amongst all the mis in the list. It follows that for
a l l i , R m i ( t ) F R m i + l ( t ) .

The state variables that influence the decision to
initiate handoffs are (i) the time available for the
mobiles in the potential handoff region to cross the
threshold (Rm(t)), (ii) the number of requests in the
handoff queue awaiting a channel in the destination
cell (Q), (iii) the number of new handoff calls that
arrive in the handover region in a decision interval
(N), and, (iv) the number of service completions
from the handover queue in a decision interval (S).

The proposed algorithm tries to defer handoff initia-
tion until the handoff failure probability (at the next
decision instance) exceeds the specified &OS guaran-
tee, PFT. The algorithm always meets the desired
quality of service, since, at the time of handoff initi-
ation (step (2) in the algorithm), the probability of
handover failure does not exceed PFT.

The following Lemma ensures that we stop scanning
the ordered list of mobiles when we come across a

mobile that does not need handover at the current
instance.

Lemma 1: Let mi, i 2 1, correspond to a mobile in
the ordered list for which handoff can be deferred.
Then, handoff for mobile mi+l, i 2 1 can also be
deferred.

Proof: Suppose at time t, the handoff for mobile mi
is deferred. This happens when,

( Q+i+N-S

The above equation implies that mobile mi does not
get queued to the handover FIFO. Since mi does not
result in an increase in the queue length, the waiting
time of mobile mi+l for handoff initiation is the same
as in the above expression, i.e., x;z+N -s Xj.

Now, since R,,(t) < R,i+l(t), it follows that

( Q+i+N-S

Q+i+N-S

J2 Xi

IV. SIMULATION MODEL
We simulate a two cell system; A is the area of over-
lap of two adjacent cells, and is therefore the han-
dover region in the system.

In the simulation, the fraction of unnecessary hand-
offs (denoted by PUH) is calculated as follows. De-
note by n, the number of active mobiles that are
allotted a destination channel (in cell 2), and, whose
RSSI with respect to the source cell (i.e., cell 1) in-
creases and crosses the Li level. The reader will
observe that this serves the purpose of a hysteresis
margin. Let n be the total number of calls that are
allotted a channel in the destination cell. Then, the
ratio % is the fraction of unnecessary handoffs.

The mobility parameter, denoted by p, captures the
velocity and the direction of the mobile in the han-
dover region. A high p would imply that a mobile
in the area A has a high probability of moving to-
wards the destination cell (i.e., crossing the thresh-
old); a low p would imply that a mobile in the han-
dover region returns to the source cell with a high
probability. An interpretation of p is the number of
steps (i.e., the distance) travelled by a mobile be-
fore it changes its direction. It is easy to see that
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Figure 2: Fraction of Unnecessary Handoffs vs Mo-
bility Parameter b ) . Mobile Velocity is Normally
Distributed.

0.86 0.88 0.9

Figure 3: Fraction of Unnecessary Handoffs vs Mo-
bility Parameter (p). Mobile Velocity follows a Uni-
form (1,20) Distribution.

this model is equivalent to a one-dimensional ran-
dom walk (with barriers) with parameter p [5].

The following parameters have been used in the dis-
crete event simulation. The number of channels in
a cell (C) is equal to 250. The channel holding time
has an exponential distribution with a mean equal to
120 seconds. The handoff failure probability (PFT)
is equal to 0.01. The handoff call arrival rate (N) is
Poisson distributed with a mean of 0.5 calls per sec-
ond. The sampling interval is 0.001 seconds. Finally,
the mobile velocity is Normally distributed with a
mean equal to 10.5 m/s and a standard deviation
equal to 5.48 m/s.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we plot the fraction of
unnecessary handoffs (PUH) versus the mobility pa-
rameter p. We observe from the two figures that as
p increases, the fraction of unnecessary handoffs, for
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Figure 4: Handoff Failure Probability vs Threshold
Margin (6) for Static Algorithm; p = 0.88

Margin

Figure 5: Handoff Failure Probability vs Threshold
Margin (6) for Dynamic Algorithm; p = 0.88

both the static and the dynamic algorithm, decrease.
This follows since a high value of p implies that a
mobile moving towards the destination cell crosses
the threshold with a high probability, and therefore
does not significantly contribute to the number of
unneccesary handoffs. What is to be noted is that
PUH for the dynamic algorithm is substantially lower
than F'UH for the static algorithm. The difference in
the PUH is large (between 25% to 30%) for almost
all values of p. For very high p (greater than 0.98),
this difference reduces and this is as expected. Note
that the performance improvement results since the
dynamic algorithm defers the handoff initiation pro-
cess as much as possible so as to reduce the number
of unneccesary handoffs in the system while ensuring
that the PFT constraint is not violated.

The probability of forced termination of handoff calls
or the handoff failure probablity ( F I ~ ) , versus the
threshold margin (6) is plotted in Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5. Figure 4 shows the static case, whereas the dy-
namic handoff algorithm is shown in Figure 5. From
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Figure 6: Fraction of Unnecessary Handoffs vs
Threshold Margin (6) for Static Algorithm.

Thresh% Margin

Figure 7: Fraction of Unnecessary Handoffs vs
Threshold Margin (6) for Dynamic Algorithm.

both these figures, we observe that as 6 increases,
FI~ decreases. For small values of 6, there may be

insufficient time to complete a handoff before a call
is terminated due to weak signal conditions, thus
resulting in a high handoff failure probability.

We plot H~ versus b for different values of p (mo-
biiity parameter) in Figure 6 and Figure 7. For both
the static algorithm (Figure 6) and the dynamic al-
gorithm (Figure 7), RJH increases with 6; and with
increasing p, PUH decreases. Finally, in Figure 8, the
handoff failure probability is plotted versus the sam-
pling interval, At. From the figure, for two distinct
values of p, we find the appropriate value of At that
corresponds to &T = 0.01. Thus, for example, with
p = 0.96, a good choice of At is between 0.003 and
0.004. Note that for small values of the handoff fail-
ure probability, we need to sample the cellular sys-
tem more frequently and this value of the sampling
interval is used in the discrete event simulations.

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 , 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Sampling Interval

Figure 8: Handoff Failure Probability vs Sampling
Interval (At)

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a new dynamic hand-
off algorithm that attempts to minimize the unnec-
essary handoffs in a cellular radio system. Since
the computational effort required in this algorithm
at each step is minimal, it is easily implementable.
The algorithm defers the handoff initiation process
as much as possible so as to reduce the number of un-
neccesary handoffs in the system while ensuring that
the handoff failure probability constraint is not vio-
lated. The algorithm yields significant performance
improvement over the static handoff algorithm.

More work is required to develop a propagation
model which translates path loss into distance in the
simulations. A useful extension of the current work
can be to find an expression for the mobility param-
eter p that captures the velocity and the direction
of the mobiles in the handover region of a cellular
system.
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